
Car holder for Tesla 3, S, X, Y
SKU: TESUPTESLA

Attach your smartphone to the air vent of your Tesla

Designed especially for your Tesla and suitable for any smartphone

This car support is designed for those who own a Tesla 3, S, X or Y and wants to keep their smartphones from Apple, Samsung,
Xiaomi, Huawei, Oppo and many other brands as stable as possible. Drive with total safety and peace of mind.

It attaches perfectly to the air intake by means of a clip

Its particular clip it is made in such a way as to adapt to the air vent of your Tesla while remaining perfectly stable.

Stabilise your phone easily and quickly thanks to the magnetic base

The  magnetic base it is very convenient: it attracts the phone, allowing it to be fixed with one hand. Inside the package you will
also find 2 metal plates for  attaching your mobile phone magnetically .

The round plate with adhesive base  is used to attach the phone directly to the car holder,

while the  magnetic rectangular plate  is applied to the inside of your phone case to secure your smartphone device to the
holder.

360° rotatable

The magnetic car holder features a 360° swivelling base for optimal screen viewing.

You will then be able to place your  phone either vertically or horizontally,  depending on your needs.



Key features:

for Tesla 3, S, X and Y
universal for smartphones
air vent clip
magnetic base
360° rotatable
material: ABS

Contents include:

1 magnetic car mount
2 metal plates



Car holder for Tesla 3, S, X, Y
SKU: TESUPTESLA

Technical data
Coupling: Magnetic  
Rotation: 360 degrees  
Coupling mode: Clip for air vent  
Included accessories: 2 metal plates  
Color: black  
EAN: 8018417442056  
SKU: TESUPTESLA  
Weight: 70 g  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 35 mm  
Width Pack: 90 mm  
Depth Inner: 210 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 120 g  
Width Inner: 220 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 450 mm  
Height Inner: 110 mm  
Weight Inner: 830 g  
Width Master: 440 mm  
Amount Master: 48  
Height Master: 230 mm  
Weight Master: 7365 g  
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